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Why Move To Higher Ground?
Your Devices Are Critical – As former students and now business owners we care about the most 
innovative and stylish protection for our own technology!

Simple, Yet Innovative Product Selections – Our product line makes it easy to discover and buy the 
right product for your needs.

Optimal Value - Affordable protection without compromising quality. 

Easy To Use; Easy To Buy –  All items are packed with recyclable materials in bulk; not individual plastic 
bags. We make it simple to personalize your case with custom logos and colors.

The Customer Experience Matters - You work hard and your success breeds our expertise. Our 
Customer Feedback Circles and Support Champs are dedicated to our client satisfaction.

Designs That Last – Our cases evolve but remain consistent so replacements are not disruptive.  

Lifetime Guarantee – Free replacement if there are any defects in materials plus a deep discount 
replacement program if worn out or if you upgrade/change your device.

Samples may be requested by calling or visiting our 
website at www.hggear.com. Quantity discounts are available.
education@hggear.com
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Shuttle 3.0
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STL3.0-11GRY STL3.0-13GRY STL3.0-14GRY STL3.0-15GRY

The ultimate, precision engineered work-in-case solution

Based on decades of experience protecting education technology, the Shuttle not 
only safely transports your laptop, it makes it easier and more accessible to use. 
You’ll be ready for work or play anytime, anywhere. Your Chromebook never leaves 
the case, providing ruggedized, full-time protection while allowing you to work 
comfortably on your lap or desk.

An optional shoulder strap and power 
pocket (for your cables, charger) are 
also available.

SS002 - shoulder strap
PP001 - power pocket

➊  Slim, compact design makes for easy carrying     
and fits in backpacks
➋ Stiff thermoformed EVA shell and shock 
absorbing corners shield computer against 
damage.
➌ Corner straps keep computer securely held 
inside case.
➍ Carry with either the comfortable carrying 
handle or the shoulder strap(sold separately).
➎ Designed for use on your lap or desktop 
surface
➏ Removable external pocket for charger and 
accessories. (Sold Separately)
➐ ID Window for fast identification.
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Datakeeper Datakeeper 2.0 Datakeeper Cart

W
ork-in Cases

11” 11”, 13/14” 11”

A work-from-the-case solution 
that protects your devices and 

your budget. The patented 
lid-straps self retract when 

closing, avoiding zippers and 
the laptop’s hinge.

The Datakeeper 2.0 provides 
everything you need in a 

compact, protective case for your 
laptop or Chromebook. Full-time 

protection and an integrated 
pocket for accessories, keeps 

everything together, protected, 
and easily accessible. 

From cart to classroom, 
the Datakeeper Cart offers 
Chromebooks and Laptops 

full-time protection.  The 
universal cover securely 

attaches to nearly every 11” 
Chromebook and at only 1.25” 
thick, easily fits in most carts.

11” - DK2.011GRY 11” - DKC11GRY11” - DTK011GRY 



Flak Jacket Plus 3.0
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 The ultimate armored case for your laptop

The Flak Jacket Plus 3.0 safeguards your laptop with the perfect balance of protection and size. Combining highly shock-absorbing foam with 
corrugated plastic stiffeners, the Flak Jacket Plus delivers complete protection in a slim, lightweight design.  The outside pocket provides just 
enough room for essential accessories while the ID window allows for quick identification.  See for yourself why the Flak Jacket series is one of 
Higher Ground’s most successful and popular academic solutions!

FJ3.0-11GRY

13/14”

FJ3.0-13/14PLGRY FJ3.0-15PLGRY

➊  Compact design fits easily into 
backpacks or other bags
➋ Internal corrugated plastic stiffeners 
protect your laptop against accidental 
damage.
➌ Removable adjustable shoulder strap 
included.
➍ External pocket for charger and 
accessories.
➎ ID Window for fast identification.
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Flak Jacket Classic Vert 3.1 Flak Jacket Plus 3.0

Carrying Cases

11”, 13/14” 11”, 13/14”, 15”11”, 13/14”

Combining shock absorbing foam 
with multiple layers of corrugated, 
plastic stiffeners, the Flak Jacket 

Plus Classic delivers complete and 
superior protection for your device.  
Don’t let your device leave without 

its jacket! 

The Vert 3.1 convertible shoulder bag 
is a simple and elegant top-loading 

case designed to safely transport 
your Chromebook® and tablet in 

style. The main pocket protects your 
laptop, while the internal padded 

sleeve secures your secondary tablet 
device. The shoulder strap instantly 

transforms into a backpack providing 
versatility and style.

The Flak Jacket Plus 3.0 safeguards 
your laptop with the perfect balance of 
protection and size. Combining highly 

shock-absorbing foam with corrugated 
plastic stiffeners, the Flak Jacket Plus 
delivers complete protection in a slim, 

lightweight design. See for yourself why 
the Flak Jacket line is one of Higher 

Ground’s most popular solutions!

11” - FJPCL011BLK
13/14” - FJPCL014BLK

11” - VRT3.1-011GRY
13/14” - TBD

11” - FJ3.0-11PLGRY
13/14” - FJ3.0-13/14PLGRY

15” - FJ3.0-15PLGRY



Capsule Plus
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Ruggedized, armored sleeve

The Capsule Plus protects your gear with the perfect balance of size and strength. Constructed of compression molded EVA (same foam used in 
athletic shoes), all edges are reinforced with a padded perimeter and rigid, extended edge to take the knocks so that your equipment doesn’t have 
to.  It’s super slim design is perfect for laptops or tablets.  The outside pocket has just enough room for essential accessories.   Optional shoulder 
strap. 

   CAPPL011GRY

13/14”

CAPPL013/14GRY

➊  Slim design slips easily into 

backpacks

➋ Secure, zippered opening 

provides easy and quick access 

while carrying or in backpack

➌ Large storage pocket for charger 

and accessories

➍ ID Window for quick 

identification

➎ Integrated carrying handle

➏ Screen printed school logo area 

for optional customization on back 

of case or front of pocket
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Drop In Capsule Flak Jacket Slim

Sleeves

11”, 13/14” 11”, 13/14”11”, 13/14”

Instantly transform any backpack 
into a protective laptop case with 

the affordable and easy-to-use, 
Drop-In. While stored in your 

backpack, the laptop easily slides 
in and out, protecting it from drops, 

scratches and damage.

The Capsule protects your gear 
with the perfect balance of size and 

strength.  Incredibly compact, yet 
tough and protective.  Great for extra 

backpack protection or use on it’s 
own.  An optional shoulder strap and 

power pocket are also available. 

The Flak Jacket Slim, provides 
convenient protection for your laptop 

in a compact design. Whether 
transporting by its comfortable 

handle or inside your backpack, the 
FJ Slim protects your laptop in any 

situation.

11” - DROP11GRY
13/14” - DROP13GRY

11” - CAP011GRY
13/14” - CAP013/14GRY

11” - FJS011GRY
13/14” - FJS013GRY



PRTXFOLIO-PRO9PRTXFOLIO-AIR2 PRTXFOLIO-2017

iPad 2017
(5th Gen)
iPad 2017
(6th Gen)PROTEx Folio

Functional Protection for your iPad

The PROTEx Folio protects and makes your iPad easier to use and hold than ever before. Higher Ground’s exclusive X-strap system secures 
the ipad right to your hand. An inset, molded frame provides protection where it’s needed the most.  Sound channels redirect the iPad’s audio to 
the front, where it belongs.  The multi-position stand provides comfortable low or high viewing angles.   ID and asset tag windows help with quick 
identification.  The hard cover is cleanable and non-slip, so it stays put where you want it.  The PROTEx is thin enough for classroom cart use and 
provides easy access to charging port. 10

➊  Protective TPU frame shields the iPad 
from accidental damage while providing easy 
installation.
➋ Foldable stand lets you use in viewing mode 
and typing mode.
➌ Front facing sound channels direct and 
amplify sound forward
➍ X-strap creates a comfortable confident hold 
when walking around.
➎ Separated ID and asset tag window.



iPad 2017
(5th Gen)
iPad 2017
(6th Gen)

PROTEXAIR/5GENPROTEXAIR2

PROTEx
Functional Protection for your iPad

The TPU molded PROTEx protects not only your iPad,  it makes it easier and more comfortable to hold. The flared edges add extra protection 
in the areas that need it the most. Compact enough to fit in most carts and bags, yet protective enough to survive the day-to-day use of most 
students. The PROTEx is the perfect compliment to carts and mobile labs. 11

➊  The silicone X-strap creates a 
comfortable, confident hold, free from worry 
of accidental drops. The unique design lets 
you hold the device in both vertical and 
horizontal orientations.
➋ Shock-absorbing, smooth TPU 
construction utilizes air chambers and 
a raised edge to provide complete drop 
protection.
➌ The smooth surfaces of the PROTEx 
can be easily wiped clean and disinfected, 
designed to be practical and safe for 



Higher Ground 
136 S Industrial Dr.

Saline MI 48176

Higher Ground® is a registered trademark of Shaun Jackson Design Inc.

734.975.7500
734.975.7501 fax
education@hggear.com

With nearly 20 years of in-house design expertise, Higher Ground Gear has been delivering on a promise. A 
commitment to design excellence, innovative protection technology and patented solutions that are trusted and 
used by students, educators and savvy professionals. Our rugged, custom designed sleeves and cases can 
outlast the technology they protect. Our customer commitment motivates us to focus exclusively on selective 
product designs and offerings that make it easy to Move to Higher Ground.


